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Executive Summary
LiFi wireless Access Point solutions, based on Visible Light
Communications (VLC) technology, provide higher levels of data
security in LAN networks than Radio Frequency (RF) WiFi
solutions. WiFi data transmission is subject to RF congestion,
cyber security issues (eavesdropping), and limited access control.
Since the introduction of WiFi RF technology about 20 years ago,
the ‘data security’ aspect has remained one of the main negative
aspects of using WiFi systems in networks that require very high
levels of security for sensitive data transmission between people,
and in Machine to Machine (M2M) environments. LiFi solutions
based on Visible Light Communications offer a cost-effective,
superior method of data transmission, to ensure much higher
levels of security in LAN and M2M networks.

The need for secure LAN/wireless
As evidenced by highly publicized recent data and email security
breaches, there is an immediate need for more secure LAN and
M2M networks. Many government agencies and enterprises in the
private sector handle very highly sensitive personal identity
information, national security data, financial and credit information,
medical records, and corporate trade secrets. Some of this
information residing on highly secured network servers is either
restricted or even totally banned in RF-based wireless access LAN
or WiFi networks due to inherent security concerns. Of particular
concern is the fact that RF signals penetrate through walls and,
consequently, a potential ‘hostile actor’ can pick up the signal far
from the actual location/room (e.g., conference room, control
room, etc.). Proponents and vendors of RF communications
devices incorrectly claim that network data encryption of sensitive
information is used to secure the RF communication channel. The
reality, however, is that every RF encryption technology is
vulnerable to compromise. The ‘physical layer’ vulnerability of WiFi
remains the ultimate security loophole for any RF-based wireless
access technologies. This has created demand for VLC solutions.
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Technology Background
Visible Light Communications (VLC) is a new innovative
technology that offers an effective way to provide secure wireless
communications without suffering from the inherent security
shortcomings of RF transmission. VLC systems use the light
emitted from a standard LED and modulates the light to transmit
information. This process is not visible to the human eye, but a
high speed photonic sensor can detect the modulation and retrieve
the information coded into the light signal.
Compared to RF signals, light does not penetrate through walls
and therefore a potential ‘hostile actor’ cannot eavesdrop on a
signal from outside a building, or even in a neighboring office inside
the same building. And to even further increase the physical
transmission security, the emitted lightbeam can be confined to a
very small ‘light spot’ that is projected to the precise intended
person or device (i.e., from a ceiling to a conference table where
the light detector is located). In addition, the light signal can be
color coded and encrypted to create another layer of protection to
secure highly sensitive information.
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Indoor VLC / LiFi Solution
ACCESS POINTS

LiFi

The VLC-based SecureLink™ was developed by Firefly Wireless
Networks with the goal to provide the most secure, high speed
wireless LAN solution in the market. The system is designed for
applications where end-users and organizations cannot accept
any comprise in data transmission security in wireless Access
Point and M2M environments. SecureLink has passed rigorous
security tests performed by private and government agencies.
Unlike other proposed LiFi solutions using standard indoor wide
angle ceiling lights which emit light in all directions, SecureLink
ensures that the encrypted light signal stays within a relatively
narrow cone of light that cannot be intercepted. In addition,
SecureLink’s transmission method does not use inferior WiFi/RFbased signal modulation, or the WiFi transmission protocol. In
avoiding these WiFi methods, Firefly Wireless Networks’
SecureLink system avoids ‘hostile actors’ gaining signal
interception of the optical carrier using standard, well known and
easy to use WiFi code breaking software tools. Instead,
SecureLink uses an ITU standard based networking protocol that
was originally developed for higher speed and secure wireline data
transmission (128-bit AES CCMP encryption). And for an
additional level of security, SecureLink utilizes RGB color coding,
which can be used to visualize different network segments
(security access levels) based on an individual’s security
clearance or need for information (i.e., the CEO of a corporation, or
the General in a military planning meeting, might have their more
sensitive data streams coded in red, and lower level personnel’s
less sensitive data streams could be coded in blue).
SecureLink is the most secure indoor wireless access solution on
the market, and is small and lightweight. The list below highlights
system specifications and advanced networking features:
?
Point-to-Point and Point-to-Multipoint operation
?
Recommended distance 2.5 m (8 ft.)
?
Automatic Coding and Modulation (ACM) and throughput up to

500+ Mbps
?
Automatic TDD based data packet transmission
?
Differentiation of traffic flows per traffic requirements
?
Network access via 100/1000 Base-TX (MDIX) or USB 3.0

interface

CLIENT UNITS

?
128-bit AES CCMP Encryption
?
End-to-End Encryption via pairwise keys
?
LDPC forward error correction (FEC)
?
Dual TCP/IP with IPv4/IPv6 stacks
?
Quality of Service (QoS) with 8 levels of packet prioritization
?
HTTP server for remote configuration management
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Dr. Heinz A. Willebrand is widely regarded as being among key
driving visionary forces behind the Visible Light Communications,
Free-Space Optics (FSO), and millimeter wave wireless bridge
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About Firefly Wireless Networks
Firefly Wireless Networks LLC is the leader in Visible Light
Communications (VLC), also known as LiFi, and Infrared Light
Communications (ILC). VLC products utilize light to transmit data,
providing lower cost and more security than WiFi or other radio
frequency communications technologies—while avoiding RF
interference and congestion issues.
Firefly operated in "stealth mode" for nearly two years, developing,
patenting, and testing the world's most advanced VLC and optical
technologies. Firefly is owned by LightPointe Communications, Inc. of
San Diego, the number one manufacturer of point to point long range
hybrid wireless bridges since 1998, Teleconnect GmbH of Dresden, a
Germany-based company formed from the former Institute of
Telecommunications, and Berg and Berg Enterprises, a
$550,000,000 Silicon Valley private venture firm with over 100
investments in technology companies. Firefly has developed, tested,
and has operational products now. Partner opportunities exist across
multiple industries and sales channels, including private label/OEM,
distributor/retail, and custom design integration with other technology
or equipment providers.
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